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Abstract:
In this paper a conjugate gradient algorithm was devised as a

neural network, based on a middle algorithm, according to which the

appropriate learning rate for this network was calculated. Accordingly, a

new neural network with high speed and of a supervised type was

obtained.

This mathematical style proposed as a new neural network proved

to be efficient with regard the results for different English letters

التدرج المترافق كشبكة عصبیة ھجینھ باستخدام خط بحث جدید

د.شذى عبد هللا محمد
كلیھ الحدباء الجامعة/اسوبقسم علم الح

ملخص البحث :
كشـبكة عصـبیة والمعتمـدة في هذا البحـث تـم اسـتحداث أسـلوب خوارزمیـة التـدرج المترافـق

یـــتم بموجبهــــا حســــاب نســـبه الــــتعلم المالئمــــة لهـــذه الشــــبكة وبالتــــالي یــــتم علـــى خوارزمیــــة وســــطیه

Supervisedعلى شبكه عصبیه جدیدة ذات سرعة عالیة ومن نوع.الحصول

قد اثبت كفاءة عالیة من حیث وان هذا األسلوب الریاضي المقترح كشبكه عصبیه جدیدة

وإلدخاالت مختلفة من الحروف اإلنكلیزیة.الحسابات المعتمدة
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1. Introduction :

This paper introduces the modification for one application of

Artificial Intelligence, which is neural network, by using classical

techniques.

The Neural networks are supposed to reproduce the same

mechanisms as in the brain. They are able to solve the problematical

problems in real time. They are widely used for excellent results for

pattern recognition; also it's capable to learn the underlying mechanics of

time series.

A neural network is made of nodes, called, by analogy with the

brain, neurons, connected by weighted edges, called synapses. Typically,

the nodes are divided into different layers; there is an input layer ,output

layer, and hidden layers in between. That forms the topology of the neural

network. During a training phase, weights over the synapses are setup in

order to pass knowledge through the network.

Where typically one subgroup makes independent computations

Neural network (NN): is a group of processing elements where typically

one subgroup makes independent computations and passes the results to a

second subgroup [17].

Artificial neural network models have been studied for many years

in the hope of achieving human-like performance in the fields of difficult

real world problems such as pattern recognition, speech and image

recognition, and so on[10].

These models are composed of many interconnected non-linear

computational elements that operate in parallel and connected together

via weights that are typically adapted during use to improve performance

[8].
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Artificial neural network models or simply neural networks are

known by many names such as connectionist models, and neuromorphic

systems. Whatever the name, all these models attempt to achieve good

performance via dense interconnection of simple computational elements

[8][9].

Artificial neural systems function as parallel distributed computing

networks. Their most basic characteristic is their architecture. Only some

of the networks provide instantaneous responses. Other networks need

time to respond and are characterized by their time-domain behavior,

which we often refer to as dynamics. Neural networks also differ from

each other in their learning modes.

There are a variety of learning rules that establish when and how

the connecting weights change. Finally, network exhibit different speeds

and efficiency of learning .As a result, they also differ in their capability

to accurately respond to the cues presented at the input [19].

Instead of performing a program of instructions sequentially as in

VonNeuman computer, neural network models explore many competing

Hypotheses simultaneously using massively parallel network

composed of many computational elements connected by links with

variable weight [8].

While a digital computers memory is measured in bytes, a neural

network "memory" is judged by interconnection; likewise, while the

speed of a digital computer is expressed in instructions per second, the

neural network speed is measured in interconnections per second.

There are many types of neural networks, but all have three things

in common: node (processing unit) characteristics, the connections

between them (network topology), and the learning rule. These three

aspects together constitute the neural network paradigm [18].
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2. The learning rule:

The formalism and its elegant, precise mathematical definition

characterize the McCulloch-Pitts model of a neuron. The following

paragraphs include the description of that using rule which is applied to

recognition. There is some neural network with given architecture. Which

find weights for inputs of neurons to train the network for wanted output

[15].

2.1Sigmoid Function:

The delta learning rule is supervised turning, and its only valid for

continuous activation function )(net  , which offer the possibility of

more sophisticated learning algorithms. This monotonically increasing

and continuous function satisfying [19]:
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2.2 The Derivative of Sigmoid Function:

The Derivative of )(net , is denoted by )(net . And it’s computed

as follows:
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This Derivative is given in that general form, without proving

therefore we can produce the following steps for proving it:
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Since )(net  then:

First step: by taking the square for the two sides for this equation,
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By subtracting one from this equation:
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Second step: take the derivative of )(net 
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From (2.a), and (2.b), the desired result is concluding.

2.3 Delta learning rule:

The delta learning rule was introduced only recently for natural

network training, which is parallels the discrete perceptron training rule,

therefore its called continuous perceptron training rule [17][19]. The

suggestions of approaches to error reduction learning, was emergence of

networks with activation function.
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Therefore the delta learning rule was once of these methods. It's

only valid for continuous activation function offer the possibility of more

sophisticated learning algorithms.

The delta learning rule is supervised turning, where the learning

signal is equal:

  )()( netfnetfd i


Where id is the desired output value, )( netf is the actual output

value. Where the delta learning rule is adopted the concept of an error

surface, this error surface represents cumulative error over a data set as a

function of network weights.

A point on surfaces of this error represents each possible network

weight configuration. In order to get learning algorithm, which find the

direction on this surface which most rapidly reduces the error. Therefore

it is called gradient descent learning. Since the gradient is a measure of

slope, as a function of direction, from a point on surface.

The error E is depending on the concept of leas mean square errors

between id and i

2)(
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The component of error gradient is:
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The changing in the weight ( iii www  1 ) to be negative gradient

direction it’s equivalent to minimization of the error.

Ecwi  …………………………….. (3.b)

By substituting (3.a) in (3.b) to get the delta learning rule, which

has the following form:

njxxwdcw j

T

iiii ,..,1,)()(   .…………… (3)

Where c is constant, which controlling the learning rate. This is

called learning constant. Where the value of it determines how much the

weight values move in a single learning episode, if c have large value

more quickly the weighs move toward an optimal value, while if the

value of c is too large then the algorithm may overshoot the minimum or

oscillate. But if c have smaller value, that is less prone to this problem,

but do not allow the system to learn as quickly [19].

The optimal value of the learning rate is modified with a

momentum factor, which is a parameter adjusted for particular

application through experiment.

Outline of standard delta learning rule(S):

The following outlines express the steps, which was produced it for

using standard delta learning rule. The initial weight vector is generating

randomly, and others computed typically. Where the stopping criteria, use

the compare between two vectors iww inewi ,,)( .

Step (1): start with i=0, ),...(,),...,( 11 nn wwWxxX  , where ii wx , are

Vectors. Where W is randomly weight, X is input matrix.

Step (2): Do {i++

i
T
ii xwnet 
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Ecww ii  )(*

*
)( inewi ww 

} While ( ni  )

Step (3): check if iWW new  , , then stop.

Else set newww , go to Step (2).

3. Hybrid Conjugate Gradient learning rule:

The hinterland was mad between standard delta learning rule and

conjugate gradient method, in order to improve the global rate of

convergence of the standard delta rule learning technique and to

overcome the difficulties of the standard delta rule learning technique,

where this turning through the steepest descent direction, which cause the

zigzagging problematic, where it is increase the iterations and turning

time.

The conjugate gradient method is improved in order to avoid the

difficulties of the zigzagging method which is very slow in practice

[6][11] .The first CG method was published by Hestenes-Stiefel in 1952

for solving a system of linear algebraic equations, then Fletcher & Reeves

in 1964 were the first which used this technique to minimize a nonlinear

function of several variables [5].

The descent type's minimization algorithms construct a sequence of

iterations, each of which modifies the independent variable vector from

the previous iteration.

In general the introducing of the classical CG method in

optimization technique, which uses the starting point with the negative

gradient (-g), to get the minimum point of the unconstrained problem.
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Existing methods for the solution of the general unconstrained

minimization problem are commonly classified as gradient or non-

gradient according to whether or not they make explicit use of derivatives

of the objective function. In the class of gradient method we use the

gradient vector g, where f is differentiable function .The conjugate

gradient method CG is an effective method for symmetric positive

definite systems. It is the oldest and one of the best known of the non-

stationary methods. The method proceeds by generating vector sequence

of iterate }{ ix (which is successive approximation to the solution). The

idea of this generating is the concept of conjugate two vectors, in order to

determine new directions ),....,,( 2 ni ddd of search using information related

to the gradient of a quadratic function. This equivalent to find x with

0)(  xf . In such away that successive search directions are conjugate

with respect to positive definite Hessian matrix G. At each stage i the

direction id is obtained by combining linearly the gradient at ix and ( ig )

and the set of directions },....,,{ 121 iddd , (where id is conjugate to each

element of this set).

The coefficient of the linear combination is chosen in such away

that id satisfy this property; therefore the direction id is computed as

follows:

iiii dgd 111   
………………………. (4)

Where 1i is the conjugate coefficient, and it has several values

which are introduced from others as follows:

i
T
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T
ii ydyg /11   ……………. [ 7 ]…………... ( 4.a)

i
T
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T
ii gggg /111   ……………. [ 5 ]…………... ( 4.b)
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i
T
ii

T
ii yggg /111   ……………. [12]…………... ( 4.c)

i
T
ii

T
ii gdgg /111   ……………. [ 4 ]…………... ( 4.d)

i
T
ii

T
ii gdyg /11   ……………. [ 1 ]…………... ( 4.e)

1111 /   i
T
ii

T
ii gggg ……………. [16]…………... ( 4.f)

Where iii ggy  1 , if the function is quadratic and the exact

line search is used all these formulas are identical [3][14], or

approximately identical [16].

But when they are applied to arbitrary functions, employing inexact

line searches the algorithm already differ.

Therefore the general conjugate gradient method to find minimum

of unconstrained Optimization problems have the following outlines [3]:

Step (1): start with 0x ,  , n

Step (2): do {

ii gdi  ,1

Step (3): Compute iiii dxx 1 , where i is obtained from the Line

search procedure.

Step (4): Find the new direction iiii dgd 111    ; where 1i is The

conjugally coefficient which is computed using Last

formulas.

Step (5): Check for convergence if 1ig then stop.

} While (stopping criteria is not satisfying (i = n))

Otherwise set i = i + 1, then go to step (3).
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The CG methods have generally the following properties: -

 In the conjugate gradient method the only operation involving G is

multiplication of G with a vector.

 The conjugate gradient method is iterative for large problem.

 The CG method can be generalized to a minimization method for

general (non-quadratic) smooth function [2].


ijGdd j

T
i  0,0

,” Conjugate Condition “.


ijgg j

T
i  0,0

,” Orthogonality Condition “.


01  ii

T
ii

T
i ggggd

, “Descent Condition “.

 The quadratic termination property with Exact Line Search.

Lemmas:

1. If starting from some point 0x in direction d till reached the

minimum dxx  01 where  is the minimum of

)( 0 dxf  , then )0)(( *
1  xxGd T

.

2.    11021 ,....,,,....,,  ii gggddd

 )(),.......,(),( *
0

*
0

2*
0 xxGxxGxxG i 

3.
jidGg i

T
j  0,0

.

4. If iddd ,...,, 21 are G-conjugate, then iddd ,...,, 21 are linearly

independent.

Outlines of Hybrid CG-delta learning rule (H):

The following steps describe the Hybrid Conjugate Gradient

learning rule. Which interlard between Conjugate Gradient and standard

delta rule:
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Step (1): start with i=0, ),...(,),...( 11 nn www   , where ii w, are

Vectors. Where W is randomly weight matrix, X is input matrix.

Step (2): Do {i=1

i
T
ii xwnet 

iiiiii xnetnetdE )())((  

ii ED  *1

iii Dcww ** 

Step (3): do {i++,
*

)( inewi ww 

i
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ii xwnet 
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1
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iiiiiii
EE

EE
xnetnetdE 

1**1  iiii DED 

iii Dcww ** 

} While ( ni  )

} While ((  nE ) or ( iww ii  ,*  ))

4. New Hybrid CG-delta learning rule (NH)

In this algorithm we reformulate the Hybrid Conjugate Gradient

learning rule by applying middle search to compute the best value of

coefficient learning c, which is novel line search [13]. In order to get

superiority of learning.

In order to scaling the network with optimal weight in lowest

number of iterations. Where in standard delta learning rule the learning

coefficient c, was assumed to be arbitrary constant

The following steps describe this new Hybrid Conjugate Gradient

learning rule, which based on novel line search.
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Step (1): start with i=0, ),...(,),...( 11 nn www   , where ii w, are

Vectors. Where W is randomly weight matrix, X is input matrix.

Step (2): Do {i=1

i
T
ii xwnet 

iiiiii xnetnetdE )())((  

ii ED  *1

iii Dcww **  , Where c is obtained from line search

procedure, as following.

Step (2.1): starting with 00001.0 , let )(wf be any Uni. model function.

Set




















10,)(,

)(,

02202

111

TwffTw

wffaw

Step (2.2): if 3/0021 TTff  and go to step (2.1)

Else go to step (3).

Step (2.3):

1st: Set i=i+1

2nd:
0*2,)( Twwff iii 

3rd: if ii ff 1 , go to step (4)

else set 00 *2 TT  , go to 1st:

Step (2.4): the steps (2.1),(2.2) and (2.3) all give the following:

221 1
,   iyi ffwy

113 3
,   iyi ffwy

iyi ffwy 
5

,5 , let
3ys ff 

Step (2.5): the following formulas describe two more points in the

interval of uncertainty:
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Therefore getting five computed points, which are: 54321 ,,,, yyyyy

Resorting these points by increasing order, S.T.

54321 yyyyy  and 54321

,,,, yyyyy fffff are their

corresponding function values.

Let









54321

,,,,min yyyyyB ffffff and let B its corresponding point.

Take the points A and C in its neighborhood, which is satisfying:

CBA fffCBA  Now can get 0w as following

)(,
3

00

222

0 wff
CBA

w 




Therefore four points was getting, CBAw ,,,0 and these

corresponding function values

)(),(),(),( 00 CffBffAffwff CBA 

Again choose three appropriate points and set them as 531 yyy  , S.T.

)(),(),(, 531 531531
yffyffyfffff yyyyyy 

Step (2.6): if 1
0f

fs then stop with 3
* yw 

Else set ssssss fffff 








 ,,min 0 , and go to step (2.5).

Step (3): do {i++,
*

)( inewi ww 

i
T
ii xwnet 
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} While ( ni  )

} While ((  nE ) or ( iww ii  ,*  ))

5. Numerical results:

All three algorithms described in this paper:

1. Standard delta learning rule (S).

2. Hybrid CG-delta learning rule (H).

3. New Hybrid CG-delta learning rule (NH).

The complete results are given in table (1) and table (2). These

computations are getting from learning the three algorithms on the

English liters, which are given in the appendix.

These algorithms are coded using C++ language with numerical

results using the personal Pentium ІV computer. The comparison of the 

methods occurred depending on using the number of iterations and total

time of learning for the suggestion neural networks.

Table(1): comparisons between Standard delta rule and hybrid methods

Inputs N=2 N=14 N=26 Total

methods NOI(Time) NOI(Time) NOI(Time)

Standard

delta rule
356(1.430) 617(2.420) 880(3.355) 1853(7.205)

Hybrid_ Delta 328(0.715) 656(1.320) 704(1.375) 1688(3.410)

New Hybrid

Delta
359(2.060) 453(2.300) 465(2.500) 1277(6.860)
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Table(2): improvement ratio Standard delta rule and hybrid methods

Standard delta

rule(S)

Hybrid_ Delta(H) New Hybrid

Delta(NH)

NOI 100% 91.09% 68.91%

Time 100% 47.32% 95.21%

We note that table(1) deals with learning as

dimensionality 262  n . Clearly the performance of the new algorithms

Hybrid Delta (H) and New Hybrid Delta (NH) are best compared with the

standard delta rule(S).

In table (2) is clear that, taking standard delta rule(S) as 100% with

respect to number of iterations (NOI) and total time of learning (Time),

the Hybrid Delta (H) requires 91.09%NOI and 47.32%Time, while New

Hybrid Delta (NH) requires 68.91%NOI and 95.21%Time.

The briefly of these two tables are shown in figure(1) and figure(2),

where figure(1) produced the comparisons among Standard(S), hybrid(H)

and new hybrid(NH) delta rule depending on number of iterations only,

we not that with increasing of inputs N, the number of iterations will

reduced.
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Figure(1):comparisons between Standard delta rule and hybrid

Methods depending on NOI

While figure(2) , produced the comparisons among Standard(S),

hybrid(H) and new hybrid(NH) delta rule depending on learning time

only, we not that with increasing of inputs N, the learning time will

reduced.
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Figure(2): comparisons between Standard delta rule and hybrid

Methods depending on Time
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